SHOWER / STEAM UNITS

COMPLETE UNITS  Glass & hardware prefab, ready to install!

with the fastest leadtimes in the industry guaranteed!!

Next Day* service available!

Custom fabrication with expert CRAFTSMANSHIP

for estimates & orders  ph. 800-433-7044  fx. 626-968-9256  www.prlglass.com

SD-SI
SHOWER / STEAM UNITS

Shower and steam units offer an elegant accent to the bath environment and enhances custom tile or marble work. Nu vision frameless units feature,

- Hinge/Pivot Swing or Slider Doors
- Water/Steam Tight Seals
- 1/4", 3/8" or 1/2" Glass
- Clear, Textured or Sandblast Glass
- Tempered Safety Glass
- Custom Glass/Metal Fabrication

PRL custom Nu-Vision shower and steam units have met the most creative design concepts and intricate field conditions. For this reason, PRL units are the professional’s choice.

PLEASE NOTE: PRL continuously improve products design and performance, we reserve the right to make changes without notice.
SHOWER / STEAM UNITS - Standard Configurations

IN-LINE

90 DEGREE

DOUBLE DOORS

SINGLE DOOR

Please consult PRL for hardware/finish availability. Hardware styles are subject to changes without notice.

(800) 433-7044
www.prlglass.com
SHOWER / STEAM UNITS - Custom Configurations

SANDBLASTED

ONE PIECE CUSTOM GLASS!

CUSTOM CUTOUTS

PL - SAMSON CLOSER
for Interior Application

CUSTOM DOOR CLOSER/PATCH

PRL Glass Systems

Please consult PRL for hardware/finish availability. Hardware styles are subject to changes without notice.

(800) 432-7044
www.prlglass.com
PULLS & KNOBS

PRL offers a complete and exclusive line for SD Pulls. Illustrated hardware is PRL’s standard SD Knobs and Pulls, which offer significant design flexibility and are available in several standard finishes to choose from.

PRL Pulls Features:
- 3/4” Brass Tubing or Solid Bar
- 3/8”, 1/2”, Glass Mount
- 6”, 8” or Custom Size*
- 12”, 18”, and 24” Towel Bar

Available finishes are:
- Stainless-steel (Polished & Brushed)
- Brass (Polished & Brushed)
- Oil Rubbed Bronze
- Plated Nickel (Polished & Brushed)
- White/Black Powder Coat
- Custom Color Powder Coat

Applications include back to back, single mount pull/towel bar etc.

Neo-Angle Shower Unit with Bow Knob

PL-KNOB - Standard  PL-BK - Beverly  PL-BSK - Bow  PL-KDDBN - Sliders

Please consult PRL for hardware/finish availability. Hardware styles are subject to changes without notice.
PULLS

PL-3SD6 - Standard  PL-C - Contoured  PL-CTP - Contemporary  PL-MLP - Mini Ladder

PL-8SD618 - Standard Combo  PL-18SSTBNN - Single Towel Bar  PL-LADDER - Ladder

Please consult PRL for hardware/finish availability. Hardware styles are subject to changes without notice.
HINGES & CLAMPS

Nu Vision Shower/Steam units are made functional with the use of an external variety of fully engineered Pivot/Hinges.

Available finishes are:

- Brushed Nickel
- Polished Chrome
- Oil Rubbed Bronze

Application include wall mount, glass to off-angle, glass to glass, etc.

New!

SAMSON DOOR CLOSER / PATCH

Now available for shower enclosures

- PL-424BS
  Top Patch
- PL414-HYHD
  Door Closer/patch

BELLA

- PL-TBHD044CH
  Offset BPWM
- PL-TBHD045CH
  135° GG
- PL-TBHD180CH
  180° GG
- PL-TBHD074CH
  Short BPWM

TB PIVOT

- PL-ABC0TC
  Bottom Pivot
- PL-ABC0TH
  Pivot Hinge w/Header Adaptor∗

∗Header available consult us for details

SYDNEY

- PL-TSHD044CH
  Offset BPWM
- PL-TSHD045CH
  135° GG
- PL-TSHD180CH
  180° GG
- PL-TSHD074CH
  Short BPWM
- PL-TSHD037CH
  Full BPWM

DIVINE

- PL-DWMCH
  Short BPWM

Please consult PRL for hardware/finish availability. Hardware styles are subject to changes without notice.
CONTROURED Hinges
PL-CWMCH Short BPWM
PL-C045CH 135° GG
PL-C180CH 180° GG
PL-CTC188CH 180° GG
PL-CTC186BN Movable WM
PL-CCCH WM

SADE Hinges
PL-TS074BN Short BPWM
PL-TS045CH 135° GG
PL-TS180CH 180° GG
PL-TS944CH Offset BPWM
PL-TSC188CH 180° GG
PL-TSC186CH Movable WM
PL-TSC86CH WM

BEVERLY Hinges
PL-TB044CH Offset BPWM
PL-TB074BN Short BPWM
PL-TB045CH 135° GG
PL-TB180CH 180° GG
PL-90SOCH 90° Over Glass
PL-135SOCH 135° Over Glass

SLEEVE OVER Clamps
PL-TBC180CH Fixed
PL-TBC188CH Movable Tram.
PL-TBC90CH 90° Fixed GG
PL-TBC135CH 135° Fixed GG
PL-TBC8CH Fixed WM
PL-TBC186CH Movable WM

In-Line Unit with Beverly Series 180° Hinge and Clamps

Please consult PRL for hardware/finish availability. Hardware styles are subject to change without notice.
SUPPORT ELEMENTS

PRL SD Units are strengthened by a variety of exposed support elements that provide an alternative for a clean frameless appearance.

Applications include,
Header - Wall Mount 90°/135° / In-Line Sections
Support Bar - 90°/135° Neo-Angle
Clamps - Surface Mount 90°/135°/180° Fixed Glass to Glass
135°/180° Tilt Transom / Fixed Sidelite

Available finishes Headers / U-Channels,
- Plated Nickel (polished & brushed)  • Bright/Brushed Dip Clear/Gold Anodized
- Oil rubbed bronzed  • White & custom color powder coat

Available finishes Support Bar/Clamps*
- Chrome/Brass (polished & brushed) *all of the above except anodized finished

Please consult PRL for hardware/finish availability. Hardware styles are subject to changes without notice.
GLASS FABRICATION

PRL custom glass fabrication on showers and steam units will meet the most creative design concepts and intricate field conditions.

ONE PIECE CUSTOM GLASS!

Custom Shower Unit with One Piece Acid Etch Texture Glass

CUSTOM VENT CUTOUT

CUSTOM TRANSON CUTOUT

OCEAN SURF TOP

SANDBLASTED ARCHED TOP

WAVE TOP

CORNER CUTOUT DETAIL

TILE NOTCH

CUSTOM SANDBLAST GLUECHIP

SEAMLESS MITER CORNER

Please consult PRL for hardware/finish availability. Hardware styles are subject to change and/or lack of stock.

PRL GLASS SYSTEMS

(800) 433-7044
www.prlglass.com
TUB / SHOWER SLIDERS

PRL shower sliders units are clean and strong refined streamline slider system. This system feature a smooth and quiet sliding. Shower sliders are offered in 3/8" and 1/2" glass thickness by 64" x 74" standard width/height. They are design to fit any site condition or design concept, such as linear, 90 degree to fit straight or corner conditions. We have multiple options to choose from with unlimited glass and hardware options.

Sliders are manufactured with precision engineered stainless steel components for heavy glass offered in a satin stainless steel finish. Our shower enclosure units are layou in detail and manufactured to size, ready for installation.
STANDARD SHOWER SLIDER

Nu-vision shower sliders are offered in 1/4" & 3/8" glass thickness, in 60" tub or 72" shower slider standard heights or custom configuration to fit almost any field condition.

Sliders are assembled with precision engineered metal extrusions for heavy glass loads.

**Glass is offered in 1/4" & 3/8" in:**
- Clear Glass / Tinted Glass
- Pattern Texture Glass
- Custom Sandblasted Glass

**Available finishes are:**
- Bright-Dip Anodized
- Oil Rubbed Bronze
- Brushed Nickel
- Custom Color Powder Coat

**Standard Hardware:**
- Single Towel Bar/Singles Knob

* For standard in line units Max size 72" x 72" in Chrome or Brushed nickel, from confirmation date. Please consult PRL for details.
CUSTOM SLIDERS

We love a challenge! If your Dream Shower Slider is not in any of our product line, allow us to manufacture your next dream shower enclosure. Custom Shower Sliders are fabricated in detail to practically any geometric configuration for that unique design you are looking for. They are made with functional variety of fully engineered slide hardware and custom glass that, will meet the most creative luxurious designs. Our heavy glass fabrication and custom edgework is second to none. We also have the capability to surface sandblast or deep carve custom artwork images. Just send us your dimensions, artwork, ideas and we will take care of the rest!

Custom Tiffany Shower Slider with Towel Bar

Custom Ruby Slider Shower Unit Application

Ruby Shower Slider with Custom Gluechip & Sandblast
GLASS SELECTION - Textured Glass

In some instances will require discrete privacy on shower and steam units. In these conditions texture glass becomes the perfect solution. Various 5/16” – 3/8” glass patterns are available to choose from.
SANDBLAST

PRL Sandblast artwork enhances glass elegance with surface or deep carved custom artwork designs such as, logos applications, floral, abstract, mythical concepts, ornamental design or contemporary designs. Elaborate concepts can be applicable in all of our shower unit/slider line.

PRL Designers/Artists are available to assist you with your design work through an extensive computer and hand drawn graphics/images.

SPANDREL

PRL's Spandrel Glass continues to be a very popular design option for interior applications, particularly in Bathrooms! It is a perfect companion with an attractive color options and a convenient easy maintenance smooth surface specially when Diamond seal coating is applied.

PRL stocks a full line of standard colors with a very fast lead time. An extensive line of custom colors are available upon request to color match to your specific.
SEALS

Steam and water leaks are minimized with the use of clear polycarbonate or vinyl profiles offered in various shapes to fit almost any field condition.

It snaps into the edge of the glass of the shower enclosure to achieve a seal. Reducing the chances of a water leaks.

- Stock Lengths are 96" 
- Snaps Easily into Places 
- Multiple Applications
PRL makes **MAINTENANCE Easier**

to prolong the bright and sparkling new glass appearance of shower units with innovative products, applied-on

**Diamond Seal** improves the clear bright and sparkling new glass appearance.

**Resists** staining and discoloration caused by limescale & hard water stains.

**Maintenance** is simple since washing is cut in half with a squeegee & enhanced with a conditioner to prolong DS life.

**Eliminates** tedious harsh and abrasive cleaning methods that cause chemical attack and physical damage on glass.

Custom Shower Slider with Diamond Seal Coating Glass

| Glass surface with coat | Glass surface without coat |
MIRRORS

PRL offers a full-service glass and mirror fabrication. We offer 1/4" Clear Mirrors or Low Iron Mirror (ultra-white with no tint, an incomparable clarity). When it comes to custom mirrors, PRL specializes in fabricating them to your specifications. The latest trend are mirrors with etching for back lighting or to create a seamless mirror wall.

Enhance the mirror elegance with:
- Polished/Beveled Edging
- Multiple Bevels
- Custom Cutout
- Sandblast Artwork

Unlimited Applications:
- Gym
- Beauty Salon
- Designer Couture
- Hospitality
- Event Halls
- Boutiques
- Spas

Please consult PRL for hardware/finish availability. Hardware styles are subject to changes without notice.
SPANDREL GLASS

Offered with ICD OPACI-COAT 300 water based silicone coat, which is not heat-treated.

Applicable on annealed, tempered glass, & reflective glass products. Available in standard and custom colors, Please contact PRL for details.

SPANDREL glass is available in an unlimited range of colors provides a variety of options for interior/exterior glass applications. Used on annealed, clear, low-iron or reflective glass it can add a radiant jewel-like color, is a perfect application for commercial or residential.

Standard Colors

- #1-818 Black
- #3-820 Harmony Gray
- #4-822 Harmony Bronze
- #6-0025 Harmony Blue
- #2-743 Harmony Solex
- #4-975 Lava Bronze
- #2-0225 Evergreen
- #0-0186 Light White
- #0-0020 Snow White
- #0-1060 Primary White

Custom Colors

- #1-0016 Charcoal
- #3-0586 Medium Gray
- #3-0770 Warm Gray
- #3-747 Harmony Graylite#14
- #3-957 Black-Gray
- #4-0925 Neutral
- #2-U213 Aged Copper
- #6-0194 Fjord
- #5-836 Red

Curtainwall Infill Panels

Decorative Counter Top with Custom Color

Harmony Blue Backwall Application

Please consult PRL for hardware/finish availability. Hardware styles are subject to changes without notice.

www.prlglass.com
ALL GLASS TIFFANY SLIDER SYSTEM

PRL's Tiffany Interior Sliding System is another of our top performing products. Our Tiffany doors slider are top hung sliding unit effortlessly using only two small suspension points. The heavy-duty, narrow track is the perfect solution for limited head space.

**Configurations,**

- Single Pocket
  - Hidden Pocket or
  - Lateral Surface Mount
- Door/Fixed Panel

**Mounting Options,**

- Top Hung
  - Concealed/exposed
- Lateral
  - Surface Mount

**Hardware,**

- Flush Mount Finger Pull
- Concealed Door Stop
- Floor Guide
  - Surface Mount

Top Hung Slider Door/Sidelite
2 3/8" Diameter Roller

Tiffany Slider with Acid Edge Texture Glass

Tiffany Slider with Spandrel Glass

Conference Room Tiffany Slider with Easy Lock Ladder Pulls

Please consult PRL for hardware/finish availability. Hardware styles are subject to changes without notice.
ALL GLASS RUBY SLIDERS

PRL's Ruby Interior Sliding System is a contemporary top hung stainless steel sliding door system that offers a smooth and easy operation. This frameless glass system can be used with single or double doors applicable for residential or commercial, or can be customized to suit other applications.

**Wall Offset Surface Mount**

- Single/Pair of Doors
- Wall Mount Bracket
- Door Stop

**Glass Mount**

- Single/Multiple Doors
- Glass Mount Bracket
- Door Stop
- S/L Head Channel
- Transom Head Channel

*Ruby Glass Mount Slider with Easy Locking Ladder Pulls*

Please consult PRL for hardware/finish availability. Hardware styles are subject to changes without notice.
MAX'Sliders

Complete Systems Ready To Install!

MAXimum

- Efficiency & Durability
- Smooth Sliding
- Weather Tight
- Strength (Hurricane Resistant)

- Elegance
- Views
- Quality

In-line Top Hung Max Slider with Slender Guides

Residential 90 Degree Max Aluminum Slider with IG Units

Please consult PRL for hardware/finish availability. Hardware styles are subject to changes without notice.

(800) 433-7044
www.prlglass.com
**Accordion Aluminum Bifold System**

The great advantage of Bi-Fold Doors is that they can be easily stacked to one side, all in one easy motion, creating a completely unobstructed view. When closed, PRL Bi-Fold Doors provide superb sound control as well as excellent air/water protection and are hurricane impact rated! We invite you to join in this new growing “Indoor/Outdoor Living” sliding door market! and experience the advantages of allowing PRL to be your sliding door supplier.

**Configurations:**
- 2L
- 3L1R
- 2L2R
- 3L3R
- Custom
- 1L2R
- 4L
- 4L1R
- 8R

- Versatile
- Weather Resistant
- Thermally Broken
- In-line / Multiple Panels
- Dual Function Slide/Bifold
- Custom Configurations
- Dual Tone Finish Feature

**Bi-Fold Aluminum Slider 3L1R Configuration with Reflective Glass**

Please consult PRL for hardware/finish availability. Hardware styles are subject to changes without notice.
HERCULITE DOORS & TOTAL VIEW SYSTEMS

PRL Herculite glass doors are available in various standard styles and are offered with continuous rails or corner patch combinations.

Available finishes are:
- Stainless steel
- Brass (satin or polished)
- Anodized aluminum
- Powder coat or Kynar painted

Door Style Options:

![Door Style Options Image]

A Style Entrance Door with Samson Closer Patch

PL- SAMSON SERIES
for Interior Applications

![Office Door with Samson Closer/Patch and Top Patch]

New!

Office Door with Samson Closer/Patch and Top Patch

SAMSON SERIES
PL414-HYHD
PL-CLOSER/PATCH
L 9 13/16 x H 3 3/16

Please consult PRL for hardware/finish availability.
Hardware styles are subject to changes without notice.
FULL FRAMES

PRL Full Framed Entrance Systems offer a wide selection of options to create a grand entrance. Whether it’s a pair of Full Framed Clad Doors, a Monumental Entrance with several pair or doors, or a Colossal Atrium Entry, we provide complete systems with doors, frames, glass and all related hardware necessary.

- Seamless Rails and Stiles
- Unlimited Glass Options
- Luxurious Cladded Finishes
- Specialty Hardware & Panic Devices
- Door Stiles:

I-Line Full Frame Doors in Stainless Steel Finish

I-line Narrow Medium Wide

Full Frame Doors with Custom Laminated Glass

Entrance Doors with Trims in Muntz Cladded Finish

Please consult PRL for hardware/finish availability. Hardware styles are subject to changes without notice.
ALUMINUM DOORS & STOREFRONTS

- Shop Drawings Service
- All Hardware Options Available
- Glass Unlimited Options:
  - Clear
  - Textured
  - Tinted Uncoated
  - Spandrel
  - Sentry
  - Low E
  - Sandblast
  - Reflective
  - Laminated
  - Custom

Storefront Series

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Glazing Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>201</td>
<td>2&quot; x 4 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>1/4&quot; Offset Glazed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>2&quot; x 4 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>1&quot; Center Glazed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>251</td>
<td>2&quot; x 4 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>1&quot; Offset Glazed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>1 3/4&quot; x 4&quot;</td>
<td>1/4&quot; Center Glazed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>401</td>
<td>1 3/4&quot; x 4&quot;</td>
<td>1/4&quot; Offset Glazed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>1 3/4&quot; x 4 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>1/4&quot; Center Glazed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PLCW-600 Series with Low E Clear Glass IG Units

PLCW-700 with SNX 68 Super Neutral Glass

PLCW-600 Series with Pacifica Tinted Glass

CURTAINWALL

PRL Aluminum Curtain Wall Systems (PL-CW600, 700 and 1000) offer a structural solution when standard storefront is insufficient to meet size and load requirements.

- Aluminum/Aluminum
- Custom Extrusions
- Complete Storefront System
- CNC Fabrication
- Hardware
- Custom Breakmetal
- Architecture Glass
  - IG Units
  - Tempered Glass
  - Spandrel
  - Reflective Glass

Curtain Wall Series
- PLCW-600 - 2 1/2" x 6" 1" Offset Glazed
- PLCW-700 - 2 1/2" x 7" 1" Offset Glazed
- PLCW-1000 - 2 1/2" x 10" 1" Offset Glazed

Please consult PRL for hardware/finish availability. Hardware styles are subject to changes without notice.
IG UNITS

PRL IG Unit are a high quality, total energy performance product that translates into reduced energy cost and increased comfort. Insulated glass helps maintain inside room temperatures while saving energy. Maximum size 137” x 98” and Minimum size 6” x 6”.

- Primary Seal, Butyl
- Secondary Seal, Polyculfido
- Argon Glass-fill (optional)
- 3/16” – 3/4” Aluminum Spacer with Integral Desiccant
- 1/8” – 1/2” Glass Thicknesses
- Unit thickness from 1/2” inches to 1 1/2”

Please consult PRL for hardware/finish availability. Hardware styles are subject to changes without notice.
EASY LOCK LADDER PULLS

PRL continues to design, manufacture and develop innovative hardware to complement our variety of door styles. Easy Lock Ladder Pulls are designed to add contemporary functionality to standard & monumental entrance doors.

- Half length locks at head or floor
- Full length locks at head and/or floor
- Flexible key outside and thumb-turn inside option
- Elegant custom designs
- Custom length available
  *consult us for details

Easy locking mechanism at a convenient height

Custom Aluminum Door with Short Easy Lock Ladder Pull

Wine Cellar with Diamond Style Easy Lock Ladder Pulls

Tiffany Slider with Short Easy Lock Ladder Pull

Please consult PRL for hardware/finish availability. Hardware styles are subject to changes without notice.

PRL GLASS SYSTEMS

(800) 433-7044

www.prlglass.com
Expanding Horizon lines with

COMPLETE HANDRAIL & GUARDRAIL SYSTEMS

Featuring:
- Unlimited Glass Option
- Specialty hardware available
- No special tools required
- Multiple applications options (interior/exterior)

Samson Clamps
Offset/Surface Mount Glass Clamps

Rapid Dry-set
Precision bolt assembly

Flex Post Series
Optional adjustable angle top cap support

Infinity
Aluminum modular railing

Traditional Wet-set
High compression wet glazed

Gates / Fencing
Security, full frame, aluminum & access control

Elegante Stand-off
Frameless surface mount system

Please consult PRL for hardware/finish availability. Hardware styles are subject to changes without notice.
PANIC DEVICE

- Panic Devices (Tubular 1-1/4" Dia)
- Mechanical / Electric Strike Brackets
- Header / Glass Mount Door Stop Bar
- Stainless Steel Construction
- Custom Floating Transom / Headers
- Electronic Handles
- **Taller Doors up to 10 feet height**
- **Stronger than ever Uninterrupted 2.0 million cycles**

1 1/4" Round Bar Miter Corners

1 1/4" Custom Square Bar

F Style Doors with Custom Square Bar & FS Exterior Handles

DEADBOLT

**Featuring:**

- Easily operable key cylinder out and thumb-turn inside.
- Latch option at head or floor
- Custom configurations with full length or half size on request.

P Style Doors Interior Entrance with Deadbolt & Custom Sandblast

Please consult PRL for hardware/finish availability. Hardware styles are subject to changes without notice.
LAMINATED GLASS
Offers Unlimited Make-up Possibilities

Entrance Door with Lace Interlayer Glass

Max Aluminum Slider with Sound Control Glass

Structural SentryGlas®

Structural Safe Laminated Glass with Custom Brackets & Spiders

Bullet Resistant

Guardrail Panels with Custom Make-up Glass

Full Frame Doors with Bullet Resistant Glass

PRL GLASS SYSTEMS

Please consult PRL for hardware/finish availability. Hardware styles are subject to changes without notice.

(800) 433-7044
www.prlglass.com
TEMPERED GLASS

Unlimited Glass Applications

Tempered glass is always much more resistant to breakage than raw glass. Even if it breaks, usually the glass disintegrates into relatively small pieces, which is less likely to cause a serious injury. It is very common for glass doors, sidelites, balconies, etc.

Oversize tempered glass available
110” x 189”

*consult PRL for details.

Guardrail with Acid Edge Tempered Glass

Oversize Fixed Panel with 3/4” Tempered Glass

Sectional Glass Baluster/Handrail with Tinted Glass

Fixed Tempered Glass Frameless Sidelite System

Please consult PRL for hardware/finish availability. Hardware styles are subject to changes without notice.

www.prlglass.com
We are only a simple click away

Quick Order, Quotes Online & Specifications Download at PRL Glass & Aluminum

www.prlglass.com